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bachelor thesis from the year 2023 in the subject
communications multimedia internet new technologies grade
1 3 university of applied sciences cologne language english
abstract this thesis aims to realize how influencer marketing
performs and its impact on the cx therefore the research
addresses the following questions how powerful are
influencers these days what is different about influencer
marketing and why is it a successful strategy how do people
perceive information shared by influencers and which factors
are decisive for potential customers to purchase products
advertised by influencers what impact does an influencer
have on the overall cx the internet has been fully integrated
into people s daily lives worldwide over the past years the
percentage of the world s population with access to the
internet has doubled from 32 in 2011 to 63 in 2021 90 of
people from developed countries access the internet in 2021
at the same time the number of social network users is
increasing these networks have the purpose of connecting
with friends in 2022 5 billion people have access to the
internet worldwide and 4 7 billion people use social media
sm ultimately 93 of those with internet access own at least
one sm account that is more than half the population
worldwide through time companies found new marketing
strategies which reached active people on sm these
platforms are necessary to reach generation z people born in
the late 1990s they are different and cannot be reached in
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the same way as they watch netflix instead of tv or listen to
spotify instead of the radio for example influencer marketing
became a 10 billion industry in 2020 influencers share their
lives on sm networks due to their high reach they receive
offers from companies for cooperation influencers followers
admire and trust their recommendations due to their
personal and authentic representation while advertising
products influencers show how to use them where to buy
them and give their opinion for higher sales influencers often
receive promo codes for a discount or free products for each
order this book presents a specific and unified approach
framework to three major components search engines
performance link analysis and user s behavior the book can
be used by researchers in the fields of information sciences
engineering especially software computer science statistics
and management who are looking for a unified theoretical
approach to finding relevant information on the www and a
way of interpreting it from a data perspective to a user
perspective chaocan xiang is an associate professor at the
college of computer science chongqing university china he
received his bachelor s degree and ph d from nanjing
institute of communication engineering china in 2009 and
2014 respectively he subsequently studied at the university
of michigan ann arbor in 2017 supervised by prof kang g shin
ieee life fellow acm fellow his research interests mainly
include uavs vehicle based crowdsensing urban computing
internet of things artificial intelligence and big data he has
published more than 50 papers including over 20 in leading
venues such as ieee transactions on mobile computing ieee
transactions on parallel and distributed systems ieee infocom
and acm ubicomp he has received a best paper award and a
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best poster award at two international conferences panlong
yang is a full professor at the university of science and
technology of china he has been supported by the nsf jiangsu
through a distinguished young scholarship and was honored
as a ccf distinguished lecturer in 2015 he has published over
150 papers including 40 in ccf class a since 2012 he has
supervised 14 master s and ph d candidates including two
excellent dissertation winners in jiangsu province and the pla
education system he has been supported by the national key
development project and nsfc projects he has nominated by
acm mobicom 2009 for the best demo honored mention
awards and won best paper awards at the ieee msn and
mass he has served as general chair of bigcom and tpc chair
of ieee msn in addition he has served as a tpc member of
infocom ccf class a and an associate editor of the journal of
communication of china he is a senior member of the ieee
2019 fu xiao received his ph d in computer science and
technology from the nanjing university of science and
technology nanjing china in 2007 he is currently a professor
and dean of the school of computer nanjing university of
posts and telecommunications he has authored more than 60
papers in respected conference proceedings and journals
including ieee infocom acm mobihoc ieee jasc ieee acm ton
ieee tpds ieee tmc etc his main research interest is in the
internet of things he is a member of the ieee computer
society and the association for computing machinery
xiaochen fan received his b s degree in computer science
from beijing institute of technology beijing china in 2013 and
his ph d from the university of technology sydney nsw
australia in 2021 his research interests include mobile
pervasive computing deep learning and internet of things iot
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he has published over 25 peer reviewed papers in high
quality journals and ieee acm international conference
proceedings provides unique coverage of wireless sensor
system applications in space underwater underground and
extreme industrial environments in one volume this book
covers the challenging aspects of wireless sensor systems
and the problems and conditions encountered when applying
them in outer space under the water below the ground and
in extreme industrial environments it explores the unique
aspects of designs and solutions that address those
problems and challenges and illuminates the connections
similarities and differences between the challenges and
solutions in those various environments the creation of
wireless sensor systems for extreme environments is a
response to the spread of wireless sensor technology into
fields of health safety manufacturing space environmental
smart cities advanced robotics surveillance and agriculture it
is the first of its kind to present in a single reference the
unique aspects of wireless sensor system design
development and deployment in such extreme environments
and to explore the similarities and possible synergies
between them the application of wireless sensor systems in
these varied environments has been lagging dramatically
behind their application in more conventional environments
making this an especially relevant book for investigators and
practitioners in all of these areas wireless sensor systems for
extreme environments is presented in five parts that cover
wireless sensor systems for extreme environments generic
solutions space wss solutions and applications underwater
and submerged wss solutions underground and confined
environments wss solutions industrial and other wss
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solutions this book is a welcome guide for researchers post
graduate students engineers and scientists who design and
build operational and environmental control systems
emergency response systems and situational awareness
systems for unconventional environments this book
constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 8th international
information security conference isc 2005 held in singapore in
september 2005 the 33 revised full papers presented
together with 5 student papers were carefully reviewed and
selected from 271 submissions the papers are organized in
topical sections on network security trust and privacy key
management and protocols public key encryption and
signature signcryption crypto algorithm and analysis
cryptography applications software security authorization
and access control user experience re mastered your guide
to getting the right design provides an understanding of key
design and development processes aimed at enhancing the
user experience of websites and web applications the book is
organized into four parts part 1 deals with the concept of
usability covering user needs analysis and card sorting a tool
for shaping information architecture in websites and software
applications part 2 focuses on idea generation processes
including brainstorming sketching persona development and
the use of prototypes to validate and extract assumptions
and requirements that exist among the product team part 3
presents core design principles and guidelines for website
creation along with tips and examples on how to apply these
principles and guidelines part 4 on evaluation and analysis
discusses the roles procedures and documents needed for an
evaluation session guidelines for planning and conducting a
usability test the analysis and interpretation of data from
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evaluation sessions and user interface inspection using
heuristic evaluation and other inspection methods a guided
hands on tour through the process of creating the ultimate
user experience from testing to prototyping to design to
evaluation provides tried and tested material from best
sellers in morgan kaufmann s series in interactive
technologies including leaders in the field such as bill buxton
and jakob nielsen features never before seen material from
chauncey wilson s forthcoming and highly anticipated
handbook for user centered design a new era of innovation is
enabled by the integration of social sciences and information
systems research in this context the adoption of big data and
analytics technology brings new insight to the social sciences
it also delivers new flexible responses to crucial social
problems and challenges we are proud to deliver this edited
volume on the social impact of big data research it is one of
the first initiatives worldwide analyzing of the impact of this
kind of research on individuals and social issues the
organization of the relevant debate is arranged around three
pillars section a big data research for social impact big data
and their social impact smart citizens from data providers to
decision makers towards sustainable development of online
communities sentiment from online social networks big data
for innovation section b techniques and methods for big data
driven research for social sciences and social impact opinion
mining on social media sentiment analysis of user
preferences sustainable urban communities gender based
check in behavior by using social media big data data mining
techniques semantic network analysis of legacy news media
perception section c big data research strategies skill needs
for early career researchers a text mining approach pattern
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recognition through bibliometric analysis assessing an
organization s readiness to adopt big data machine learning
for predicting performance analyzing online reviews using
text mining context problem network and quantitative
method of patent analysis complementary social and
technological factors including big social networks on
sustainable economic development business intelligence this
book offers researchers an understanding of the fundamental
issues and a good starting point to work on this rapidly
expanding field it provides a comprehensive survey of
current developments of heterogeneous information network
it also presents the newest research in applications of
heterogeneous information networks to similarity search
ranking clustering recommendation this information will help
researchers to understand how to analyze networked data
with heterogeneous information networks common data
mining tasks are explored including similarity search ranking
and recommendation the book illustrates some prototypes
which analyze networked data professionals and academics
working in data analytics networks machine learning and
data mining will find this content valuable it is also suitable
for advanced level students in computer science who are
interested in networking or pattern recognition the authors of
this carefully structured guide are the principal developers of
linpack a unique package of fortran subroutines for analyzing
and solving various systems of simultaneous linear algebraic
equations and linear least squares problems this guide
supports both the casual user of linpack who simply requires
a library subroutine and the specialist who wishes to modify
or extend the code to handle special problems it is also
recommended for classroom work this book constitutes the
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refereed proceedings of the 23rd conference on artificial
intelligence canadian ai 2010 held in ottawa canada in may
june 2010 the 22 revised full papers presented together with
26 revised short papers 12 papers from the graduate student
symposium and the abstracts of 3 keynote presentations
were carefully reviewed and selected from 90 submissions
the papers are organized in topical sections on text
classification text summarization and ir reasoning and e
commerce probabilistic machine learning neural networks
and swarm optimization machine learning and data mining
natural language processing text analytics reasoning and
planning e commerce semantic web machine learning and
data mining this book constitutes the refereed proceedings
of the 20th international conference on database and expert
systems applications dexa 2009 held in linz austria in august
september 2009 the 35 revised full papers and 35 short
papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from
202 submissions the papers are organized in topical sections
on xml and databases semantics and ontologies temporal
spatial and high dimensional databases database and
information system architecture performance and security
query processing and optimisation data and information
integration and quality data and information streams data
mining algorithms data and information modelling
information retrieval and database systems and database
and information system architecture and performance this
book is the product of a unique collaboration by experts from
leading international regional and national agencies and
professional organizations discussing on the current hot
issue on the judicious use and safety of radiation in radiology
there have been several cases involving radiation
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overexposure that have received international attention
strategies and solutions to guide readers how to maximize
the benefits and minimize the risks when using radiation in
medicine are covered this book constitutes the proceedings
of the 24rd international conference on information security
isc 2021 held virtually in november 2021 the 21 full papers
presented in this volume were carefully reviewed and
selected from 87 submissions the papers categorized into
the following topical subheadings cryptology web and os
security network security detection of malware attacks and
vulnerabilities and machine learning for security highly
comprehensive resource investigating how next generation
multiple access ngma relates to unrestricted global
connection business requirements and sustainable wireless
networks next generation multiple access is a
comprehensive state of the art and approachable guide to
the fundamentals and applications of next generation
multiple access ngma schemes guiding the future
development of industries government requirements and
military utilization of multiple access systems for wireless
communication systems and providing various application
scenarios to fit practical case studies the scope and depth of
this book are balanced for both beginners to advanced users
additional references are provided for readers who wish to
learn more details about certain subjects applications of
ngma outside of communications including data and
computing assisted by machine learning protocol designs
and others are also covered written by four leading experts
in the field next generation multiple access includes
information on foundation and application scenarios for non
orthogonal multiple access noma systems including
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modulation detection power allocation and resource
management noma s interaction with alternate applications
such as satellite communication systems terrestrial satellite
communication systems and integrated sensing collision
resolution compressed sensing aided massive access latency
management deep learning enabled massive access and
energy harvesting holographic pattern division multiple
access over the air transmission multi dimensional multiple
access sparse signal detection and federated meta learning
assisted resource management next generation multiple
access is an essential reference for those who are interested
in discovering practical solutions using ngma technology
including researchers engineers and graduate students in
the disciplines of information engineering
telecommunications engineering and computer engineering
this book is a delight for academics researchers and
professionals working in evolutionary and swarm computing
computational intelligence machine learning and engineering
design as well as search and optimization in general it
provides an introduction to the design and development of a
number of popular and recent swarm and evolutionary
algorithms with a focus on their applications in engineering
problems in diverse domains the topics discussed include
particle swarm optimization the artificial bee colony
algorithm spider monkey optimization algorithm genetic
algorithms constrained multi objective evolutionary
algorithms genetic programming and evolutionary fuzzy
systems a friendly and informative treatment of the topics
makes this book an ideal reference for beginners and those
with experience alike orthogonal frequency division
multiplexing ofdm is a method of digital modulation in which
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a signal is split into several narrowband channels at different
frequencies cdma is a form of multiplexing which allows
numerous signals to occupy a single transmission channel
optimising the use of available bandwidth multiplexing is
sending multiple signals or streams of information on a
carrier at the same time in the form of a single complex
signal and then recovering the separate signals at the
receiving end multi carrier mc cdma is a combined technique
of direct sequence ds cdma code division multiple access
and ofdm techniques it applies spreading sequences in the
frequency domain wireless communications has witnessed a
tremendous growth during the past decade and further
spectacular enabling technology advances are expected in
an effort to render ubiquitous wireless connectivity a reality
this technical in depth book is unique in its detailed exposure
of ofdm mimo ofdm and mc cdma a further attraction of the
joint treatment of these topics is that it allows the reader to
view their design trade offs in a comparative context divided
into three main parts part i provides a detailed exposure of
ofdm designed for employment in various applications part ii
is another design alternative applicable in the context of
ofdm systems where the channel quality fluctuations
observed are averaged out with the aid of frequency domain
spreading codes which leads to the concept of mc cdma part
iii discusses how to employ multiple antennas at the base
station for the sake of supporting multiple users in the uplink
portrays the entire body of knowledge currently available on
ofdm provides the first complete treatment of ofdm mimo
multiple input multiple output ofdm and mc cdma considers
the benefits of channel coding and space time coding in the
context of various application examples and features
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numerous complete system design examples converts the
lessons of shannon s information theory into design
principles applicable to practical wireless systems combines
the benefits of a textbook with a research monograph where
the depth of discussions progressively increase throughout
the book this all encompassing self contained treatment will
appeal to researchers postgraduate students and academics
practising research and development engineers working for
wireless communications and computer networking
companies and senior undergraduate students and technical
managers this book constitutes the proceedings of the 13th
asia pacific conference ap2011 held in conjunction with the
ap2011 workshops xmldm and usd in beijing china in april
2011 the 26 full papers presented together with 10 short
papers 3 keynote talks and 4 demo papers were carefully
reviewed and selected from 104 submissions the
submissions range over a variety of topics such as
classification and clustering spatial and temporal databases
personalization and recommendation data analysis and
application mining search and information retrieval complex
and social networks and secure and semantic foundations of
cryptography secrety systems monalphabetic sasubstitution
polyalphabetic systems rotor systems block ciphers and the
data encryption standard key management public key
systems digital signatures and authentications file security
references appendixes probability theory the variance this
book features research papers presented at the international
conference on emerging technologies in data mining and
information security iemis 2018 held at the university of
engineering management kolkata india on february 23 25
2018 it comprises high quality research work by
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academicians and industrial experts in the field of computing
and communication including full length papers research in
progress papers and case studies related to all the areas of
data mining machine learning internet of things iot and
information security i really enjoyed the book if i had written
a book on testing it would have resembled ed kit s his focus
on the testing process is excellent greg daich senior software
engineer science applications international corporation and
member of the software technology support center stsc test
group the book is easy to read and suitable for anyone
interested in how to achieve better testing software testing
in the real world should go a long way towards helping many
of us make practical and lasting improvements i encourage
you to test it out bill hetzel president software quality
engineering from the foreword the ed kit book will be a good
one it has a nice practical approach and brings testing up to
date with recent developments barry boehm director usc
center for software engineering software testing in the real
world provides the reader with a tool box for effectively
improving the software testing process the book gives the
practicing software engineer a menu of techniques with
guidance on how to create a strategy for continuous
sustainable improvement within their organization whatever
its size or level of process maturity ed kit addresses the most
frequently asked questions about methodologies tools
technology and organizational issues being posed in the
testing community today pragmatic in its approach the book
confronts the problem of the relative immaturity of the
software engineering discipline in most organizations with
practical guidance on cost and risk standards planning
testing tasks and testing tools test and quality assurance
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specialists developers and project managers alike will benefit
from the practical proven techniques for improving testing as
well as the specific best of breed software testing tools
information 0201877562b04062001 this 5 volume hcii duxu
2023 book set constitutes the refereed proceedings of the
12th international conference on design user experience and
usability duxu 2023 held as part of the 24th international
conference hci international 2023 which took place in
copenhagen denmark in july 2023 a total of 1578 papers and
396 posters have been accepted for publication in the hcii
2023 proceedings from a total of 7472 submissions the
papers included in this volume set were organized in topical
sections as follows part i design methods tools and practices
emotional and persuasive design part ii design case studies
and creativity and design education part iii evaluation
methods and techniques and usability user experience and
technology acceptance studies part iv designing learning
experiences and chatbots conversational agents and robots
design and user experience part v duxu for cultural heritage
and duxu for health and wellbeing this book constitutes the
refereed proceedings of the 4th international conference
estal 2004 held in alicante spain in october 2004 the 42
revised full papers presented were carefully reviewed and
selected from 72 submissions the papers address current
issues in computational linguistics and monolingual and
multilingual intelligent language processing and applications
in particular written language analysis and generation
pragmatics discourse semantics syntax and morphology
lexical resources word sense disambiguation linguistic
mathematical and morphology lexical resources word sense
disambiguation linguistic mathematical and psychological
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models of language knowledge acquisition and
representation corpus based and statistical language
modeling machine translation and translation tools and
computational lexicography information retrieval extraction
and question answering automatic summarization document
categorization natural language interfaces and dialogue
systems and evaluation of systems a cornerstone of applied
probability markov chains can be used to help model how
plants grow chemicals react and atoms diffuse and
applications are increasingly being found in such areas as
engineering computer science economics and education to
apply the techniques to real problems however it is
necessary to understand how markov chains can be solved
numerically in this book the first to offer a systematic and
detailed treatment of the numerical solution of markov
chains william stewart provides scientists on many levels
with the power to put this theory to use in the actual world
where it has applications in areas as diverse as engineering
economics and education his efforts make for essential
reading in a rapidly growing field here stewart explores all
aspects of numerically computing solutions of markov chains
especially when the state is huge he provides extensive
background to both discrete time and continuous time
markov chains and examines many different numerical
computing methods direct single and multi vector iterative
and projection methods more specifically he considers
recursive methods often used when the structure of the
markov chain is upper hessenberg iterative aggregation
disaggregation methods that are particularly appropriate
when it is ncd nearly completely decomposable and reduced
schemes for cases in which the chain is periodic there are
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chapters on methods for computing transient solutions on
stochastic automata networks and finally on currently
available software throughout stewart draws on numerous
examples and comparisons among the methods he so
thoroughly explains this book constitutes late breaking
papers from the 22nd international conference on human
computer interaction hcii 2020 which was held in july 2020
the conference was planned to take place in copenhagen
denmark but had to change to a virtual conference mode
due to the covid 19 pandemic from a total of 6326
submissions a total of 1439 papers and 238 posters have
been accepted for publication in the hcii 2020 proceedings
before the conference took place in addition a total of 333
papers and 144 posters are included in the volumes of the
proceedings published after the conference as late breaking
work papers and posters these contributions address the
latest research and development efforts in the field and
highlight the human aspects of design and use of computing
systems the 54 late breaking papers presented in this
volume were organized in two topical sections named user
experience design and evaluation methods and tools design
case studies user experience case studies
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User's Guide for the CREAMS
Computer Modes 1984
bachelor thesis from the year 2023 in the subject
communications multimedia internet new technologies grade
1 3 university of applied sciences cologne language english
abstract this thesis aims to realize how influencer marketing
performs and its impact on the cx therefore the research
addresses the following questions how powerful are
influencers these days what is different about influencer
marketing and why is it a successful strategy how do people
perceive information shared by influencers and which factors
are decisive for potential customers to purchase products
advertised by influencers what impact does an influencer
have on the overall cx the internet has been fully integrated
into people s daily lives worldwide over the past years the
percentage of the world s population with access to the
internet has doubled from 32 in 2011 to 63 in 2021 90 of
people from developed countries access the internet in 2021
at the same time the number of social network users is
increasing these networks have the purpose of connecting
with friends in 2022 5 billion people have access to the
internet worldwide and 4 7 billion people use social media
sm ultimately 93 of those with internet access own at least
one sm account that is more than half the population
worldwide through time companies found new marketing
strategies which reached active people on sm these
platforms are necessary to reach generation z people born in
the late 1990s they are different and cannot be reached in
the same way as they watch netflix instead of tv or listen to
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spotify instead of the radio for example influencer marketing
became a 10 billion industry in 2020 influencers share their
lives on sm networks due to their high reach they receive
offers from companies for cooperation influencers followers
admire and trust their recommendations due to their
personal and authentic representation while advertising
products influencers show how to use them where to buy
them and give their opinion for higher sales influencers often
receive promo codes for a discount or free products for each
order

Fiber Optics User's Manual & Design
Series 1978
this book presents a specific and unified approach framework
to three major components search engines performance link
analysis and user s behavior the book can be used by
researchers in the fields of information sciences engineering
especially software computer science statistics and
management who are looking for a unified theoretical
approach to finding relevant information on the www and a
way of interpreting it from a data perspective to a user
perspective

Impact of Influencer Marketing on
Young Women's Customer
Experience on Cosmetic Products
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chaocan xiang is an associate professor at the college of
computer science chongqing university china he received his
bachelor s degree and ph d from nanjing institute of
communication engineering china in 2009 and 2014
respectively he subsequently studied at the university of
michigan ann arbor in 2017 supervised by prof kang g shin
ieee life fellow acm fellow his research interests mainly
include uavs vehicle based crowdsensing urban computing
internet of things artificial intelligence and big data he has
published more than 50 papers including over 20 in leading
venues such as ieee transactions on mobile computing ieee
transactions on parallel and distributed systems ieee infocom
and acm ubicomp he has received a best paper award and a
best poster award at two international conferences panlong
yang is a full professor at the university of science and
technology of china he has been supported by the nsf jiangsu
through a distinguished young scholarship and was honored
as a ccf distinguished lecturer in 2015 he has published over
150 papers including 40 in ccf class a since 2012 he has
supervised 14 master s and ph d candidates including two
excellent dissertation winners in jiangsu province and the pla
education system he has been supported by the national key
development project and nsfc projects he has nominated by
acm mobicom 2009 for the best demo honored mention
awards and won best paper awards at the ieee msn and
mass he has served as general chair of bigcom and tpc chair
of ieee msn in addition he has served as a tpc member of
infocom ccf class a and an associate editor of the journal of
communication of china he is a senior member of the ieee
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2019 fu xiao received his ph d in computer science and
technology from the nanjing university of science and
technology nanjing china in 2007 he is currently a professor
and dean of the school of computer nanjing university of
posts and telecommunications he has authored more than 60
papers in respected conference proceedings and journals
including ieee infocom acm mobihoc ieee jasc ieee acm ton
ieee tpds ieee tmc etc his main research interest is in the
internet of things he is a member of the ieee computer
society and the association for computing machinery
xiaochen fan received his b s degree in computer science
from beijing institute of technology beijing china in 2013 and
his ph d from the university of technology sydney nsw
australia in 2021 his research interests include mobile
pervasive computing deep learning and internet of things iot
he has published over 25 peer reviewed papers in high
quality journals and ieee acm international conference
proceedings

User's Guide to the Stand-damage
Model : a Component of the Gypsy
Moth Life System Model 1995
provides unique coverage of wireless sensor system
applications in space underwater underground and extreme
industrial environments in one volume this book covers the
challenging aspects of wireless sensor systems and the
problems and conditions encountered when applying them in
outer space under the water below the ground and in
extreme industrial environments it explores the unique
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aspects of designs and solutions that address those
problems and challenges and illuminates the connections
similarities and differences between the challenges and
solutions in those various environments the creation of
wireless sensor systems for extreme environments is a
response to the spread of wireless sensor technology into
fields of health safety manufacturing space environmental
smart cities advanced robotics surveillance and agriculture it
is the first of its kind to present in a single reference the
unique aspects of wireless sensor system design
development and deployment in such extreme environments
and to explore the similarities and possible synergies
between them the application of wireless sensor systems in
these varied environments has been lagging dramatically
behind their application in more conventional environments
making this an especially relevant book for investigators and
practitioners in all of these areas wireless sensor systems for
extreme environments is presented in five parts that cover
wireless sensor systems for extreme environments generic
solutions space wss solutions and applications underwater
and submerged wss solutions underground and confined
environments wss solutions industrial and other wss
solutions this book is a welcome guide for researchers post
graduate students engineers and scientists who design and
build operational and environmental control systems
emergency response systems and situational awareness
systems for unconventional environments
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Search Engines, Link Analysis, and
User's Web Behavior 2008-04-24
this book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 8th
international information security conference isc 2005 held in
singapore in september 2005 the 33 revised full papers
presented together with 5 student papers were carefully
reviewed and selected from 271 submissions the papers are
organized in topical sections on network security trust and
privacy key management and protocols public key
encryption and signature signcryption crypto algorithm and
analysis cryptography applications software security
authorization and access control

InfoWorld 1990
user experience re mastered your guide to getting the right
design provides an understanding of key design and
development processes aimed at enhancing the user
experience of websites and web applications the book is
organized into four parts part 1 deals with the concept of
usability covering user needs analysis and card sorting a tool
for shaping information architecture in websites and software
applications part 2 focuses on idea generation processes
including brainstorming sketching persona development and
the use of prototypes to validate and extract assumptions
and requirements that exist among the product team part 3
presents core design principles and guidelines for website
creation along with tips and examples on how to apply these
principles and guidelines part 4 on evaluation and analysis
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discusses the roles procedures and documents needed for an
evaluation session guidelines for planning and conducting a
usability test the analysis and interpretation of data from
evaluation sessions and user interface inspection using
heuristic evaluation and other inspection methods a guided
hands on tour through the process of creating the ultimate
user experience from testing to prototyping to design to
evaluation provides tried and tested material from best
sellers in morgan kaufmann s series in interactive
technologies including leaders in the field such as bill buxton
and jakob nielsen features never before seen material from
chauncey wilson s forthcoming and highly anticipated
handbook for user centered design

Multi-dimensional Urban Sensing
Using Crowdsensing Data
2023-03-23
a new era of innovation is enabled by the integration of
social sciences and information systems research in this
context the adoption of big data and analytics technology
brings new insight to the social sciences it also delivers new
flexible responses to crucial social problems and challenges
we are proud to deliver this edited volume on the social
impact of big data research it is one of the first initiatives
worldwide analyzing of the impact of this kind of research on
individuals and social issues the organization of the relevant
debate is arranged around three pillars section a big data
research for social impact big data and their social impact
smart citizens from data providers to decision makers
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towards sustainable development of online communities
sentiment from online social networks big data for innovation
section b techniques and methods for big data driven
research for social sciences and social impact opinion mining
on social media sentiment analysis of user preferences
sustainable urban communities gender based check in
behavior by using social media big data data mining
techniques semantic network analysis of legacy news media
perception section c big data research strategies skill needs
for early career researchers a text mining approach pattern
recognition through bibliometric analysis assessing an
organization s readiness to adopt big data machine learning
for predicting performance analyzing online reviews using
text mining context problem network and quantitative
method of patent analysis complementary social and
technological factors including big social networks on
sustainable economic development business intelligence

Wireless Sensor Systems for
Extreme Environments 2017-08-14
this book offers researchers an understanding of the
fundamental issues and a good starting point to work on this
rapidly expanding field it provides a comprehensive survey
of current developments of heterogeneous information
network it also presents the newest research in applications
of heterogeneous information networks to similarity search
ranking clustering recommendation this information will help
researchers to understand how to analyze networked data
with heterogeneous information networks common data
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mining tasks are explored including similarity search ranking
and recommendation the book illustrates some prototypes
which analyze networked data professionals and academics
working in data analytics networks machine learning and
data mining will find this content valuable it is also suitable
for advanced level students in computer science who are
interested in networking or pattern recognition

Information Security 2005-09-12
the authors of this carefully structured guide are the
principal developers of linpack a unique package of fortran
subroutines for analyzing and solving various systems of
simultaneous linear algebraic equations and linear least
squares problems this guide supports both the casual user of
linpack who simply requires a library subroutine and the
specialist who wishes to modify or extend the code to handle
special problems it is also recommended for classroom work

Tenth Anniversary Seminar ;
Passive Microwave Users Workshop
; Microwave Radiometry
Bibliography 1977
this book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 23rd
conference on artificial intelligence canadian ai 2010 held in
ottawa canada in may june 2010 the 22 revised full papers
presented together with 26 revised short papers 12 papers
from the graduate student symposium and the abstracts of 3
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keynote presentations were carefully reviewed and selected
from 90 submissions the papers are organized in topical
sections on text classification text summarization and ir
reasoning and e commerce probabilistic machine learning
neural networks and swarm optimization machine learning
and data mining natural language processing text analytics
reasoning and planning e commerce semantic web machine
learning and data mining

User's Manual for RAD/EQUIL/1973:
A General Purpose Radiation
Transport Program 1973
this book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 20th
international conference on database and expert systems
applications dexa 2009 held in linz austria in august
september 2009 the 35 revised full papers and 35 short
papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from
202 submissions the papers are organized in topical sections
on xml and databases semantics and ontologies temporal
spatial and high dimensional databases database and
information system architecture performance and security
query processing and optimisation data and information
integration and quality data and information streams data
mining algorithms data and information modelling
information retrieval and database systems and database
and information system architecture and performance
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User Experience Re-Mastered
2009-09-11
this book is the product of a unique collaboration by experts
from leading international regional and national agencies
and professional organizations discussing on the current hot
issue on the judicious use and safety of radiation in radiology
there have been several cases involving radiation
overexposure that have received international attention
strategies and solutions to guide readers how to maximize
the benefits and minimize the risks when using radiation in
medicine are covered

Big Data Research for Social
Sciences and Social Impact
2020-03-19
this book constitutes the proceedings of the 24rd
international conference on information security isc 2021
held virtually in november 2021 the 21 full papers presented
in this volume were carefully reviewed and selected from 87
submissions the papers categorized into the following topical
subheadings cryptology web and os security network
security detection of malware attacks and vulnerabilities and
machine learning for security
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Heterogeneous Information
Network Analysis and Applications
2017-05-25
highly comprehensive resource investigating how next
generation multiple access ngma relates to unrestricted
global connection business requirements and sustainable
wireless networks next generation multiple access is a
comprehensive state of the art and approachable guide to
the fundamentals and applications of next generation
multiple access ngma schemes guiding the future
development of industries government requirements and
military utilization of multiple access systems for wireless
communication systems and providing various application
scenarios to fit practical case studies the scope and depth of
this book are balanced for both beginners to advanced users
additional references are provided for readers who wish to
learn more details about certain subjects applications of
ngma outside of communications including data and
computing assisted by machine learning protocol designs
and others are also covered written by four leading experts
in the field next generation multiple access includes
information on foundation and application scenarios for non
orthogonal multiple access noma systems including
modulation detection power allocation and resource
management noma s interaction with alternate applications
such as satellite communication systems terrestrial satellite
communication systems and integrated sensing collision
resolution compressed sensing aided massive access latency
management deep learning enabled massive access and
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energy harvesting holographic pattern division multiple
access over the air transmission multi dimensional multiple
access sparse signal detection and federated meta learning
assisted resource management next generation multiple
access is an essential reference for those who are interested
in discovering practical solutions using ngma technology
including researchers engineers and graduate students in
the disciplines of information engineering
telecommunications engineering and computer engineering

User's Guide for the Computer Code
COLTS for Calculating the Coupled
Laminar and Turbulent Flow Over a
Jovian Entry Probe 1980
this book is a delight for academics researchers and
professionals working in evolutionary and swarm computing
computational intelligence machine learning and engineering
design as well as search and optimization in general it
provides an introduction to the design and development of a
number of popular and recent swarm and evolutionary
algorithms with a focus on their applications in engineering
problems in diverse domains the topics discussed include
particle swarm optimization the artificial bee colony
algorithm spider monkey optimization algorithm genetic
algorithms constrained multi objective evolutionary
algorithms genetic programming and evolutionary fuzzy
systems a friendly and informative treatment of the topics
makes this book an ideal reference for beginners and those
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with experience alike

LINPACK Users' Guide 1979-01-01
orthogonal frequency division multiplexing ofdm is a method
of digital modulation in which a signal is split into several
narrowband channels at different frequencies cdma is a form
of multiplexing which allows numerous signals to occupy a
single transmission channel optimising the use of available
bandwidth multiplexing is sending multiple signals or
streams of information on a carrier at the same time in the
form of a single complex signal and then recovering the
separate signals at the receiving end multi carrier mc cdma
is a combined technique of direct sequence ds cdma code
division multiple access and ofdm techniques it applies
spreading sequences in the frequency domain wireless
communications has witnessed a tremendous growth during
the past decade and further spectacular enabling technology
advances are expected in an effort to render ubiquitous
wireless connectivity a reality this technical in depth book is
unique in its detailed exposure of ofdm mimo ofdm and mc
cdma a further attraction of the joint treatment of these
topics is that it allows the reader to view their design trade
offs in a comparative context divided into three main parts
part i provides a detailed exposure of ofdm designed for
employment in various applications part ii is another design
alternative applicable in the context of ofdm systems where
the channel quality fluctuations observed are averaged out
with the aid of frequency domain spreading codes which
leads to the concept of mc cdma part iii discusses how to
employ multiple antennas at the base station for the sake of
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supporting multiple users in the uplink portrays the entire
body of knowledge currently available on ofdm provides the
first complete treatment of ofdm mimo multiple input
multiple output ofdm and mc cdma considers the benefits of
channel coding and space time coding in the context of
various application examples and features numerous
complete system design examples converts the lessons of
shannon s information theory into design principles
applicable to practical wireless systems combines the
benefits of a textbook with a research monograph where the
depth of discussions progressively increase throughout the
book this all encompassing self contained treatment will
appeal to researchers postgraduate students and academics
practising research and development engineers working for
wireless communications and computer networking
companies and senior undergraduate students and technical
managers

Advances in Artificial Intelligence
2010-05-20
this book constitutes the proceedings of the 13th asia pacific
conference ap2011 held in conjunction with the ap2011
workshops xmldm and usd in beijing china in april 2011 the
26 full papers presented together with 10 short papers 3
keynote talks and 4 demo papers were carefully reviewed
and selected from 104 submissions the submissions range
over a variety of topics such as classification and clustering
spatial and temporal databases personalization and
recommendation data analysis and application mining search
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and information retrieval complex and social networks and
secure and semantic

Database and Expert Systems
Applications 2009-08-17
foundations of cryptography secrety systems monalphabetic
sasubstitution polyalphabetic systems rotor systems block
ciphers and the data encryption standard key management
public key systems digital signatures and authentications file
security references appendixes probability theory the
variance

Patent and Trade Mark Review 1975
this book features research papers presented at the
international conference on emerging technologies in data
mining and information security iemis 2018 held at the
university of engineering management kolkata india on
february 23 25 2018 it comprises high quality research work
by academicians and industrial experts in the field of
computing and communication including full length papers
research in progress papers and case studies related to all
the areas of data mining machine learning internet of things
iot and information security

Bulletin of the Medical Library
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Association 1968
i really enjoyed the book if i had written a book on testing it
would have resembled ed kit s his focus on the testing
process is excellent greg daich senior software engineer
science applications international corporation and member of
the software technology support center stsc test group the
book is easy to read and suitable for anyone interested in
how to achieve better testing software testing in the real
world should go a long way towards helping many of us
make practical and lasting improvements i encourage you to
test it out bill hetzel president software quality engineering
from the foreword the ed kit book will be a good one it has a
nice practical approach and brings testing up to date with
recent developments barry boehm director usc center for
software engineering software testing in the real world
provides the reader with a tool box for effectively improving
the software testing process the book gives the practicing
software engineer a menu of techniques with guidance on
how to create a strategy for continuous sustainable
improvement within their organization whatever its size or
level of process maturity ed kit addresses the most
frequently asked questions about methodologies tools
technology and organizational issues being posed in the
testing community today pragmatic in its approach the book
confronts the problem of the relative immaturity of the
software engineering discipline in most organizations with
practical guidance on cost and risk standards planning
testing tasks and testing tools test and quality assurance
specialists developers and project managers alike will benefit
from the practical proven techniques for improving testing as
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well as the specific best of breed software testing tools
information 0201877562b04062001

Radiological Safety and Quality
2013-11-22
this 5 volume hcii duxu 2023 book set constitutes the
refereed proceedings of the 12th international conference on
design user experience and usability duxu 2023 held as part
of the 24th international conference hci international 2023
which took place in copenhagen denmark in july 2023 a total
of 1578 papers and 396 posters have been accepted for
publication in the hcii 2023 proceedings from a total of 7472
submissions the papers included in this volume set were
organized in topical sections as follows part i design methods
tools and practices emotional and persuasive design part ii
design case studies and creativity and design education part
iii evaluation methods and techniques and usability user
experience and technology acceptance studies part iv
designing learning experiences and chatbots conversational
agents and robots design and user experience part v duxu
for cultural heritage and duxu for health and wellbeing

Information Security 2021-11-26
this book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 4th
international conference estal 2004 held in alicante spain in
october 2004 the 42 revised full papers presented were
carefully reviewed and selected from 72 submissions the
papers address current issues in computational linguistics
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and monolingual and multilingual intelligent language
processing and applications in particular written language
analysis and generation pragmatics discourse semantics
syntax and morphology lexical resources word sense
disambiguation linguistic mathematical and morphology
lexical resources word sense disambiguation linguistic
mathematical and psychological models of language
knowledge acquisition and representation corpus based and
statistical language modeling machine translation and
translation tools and computational lexicography information
retrieval extraction and question answering automatic
summarization document categorization natural language
interfaces and dialogue systems and evaluation of systems

User's Guide for HIWAY, a Highway
Air Pollution Model 1975
a cornerstone of applied probability markov chains can be
used to help model how plants grow chemicals react and
atoms diffuse and applications are increasingly being found
in such areas as engineering computer science economics
and education to apply the techniques to real problems
however it is necessary to understand how markov chains
can be solved numerically in this book the first to offer a
systematic and detailed treatment of the numerical solution
of markov chains william stewart provides scientists on many
levels with the power to put this theory to use in the actual
world where it has applications in areas as diverse as
engineering economics and education his efforts make for
essential reading in a rapidly growing field here stewart
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explores all aspects of numerically computing solutions of
markov chains especially when the state is huge he provides
extensive background to both discrete time and continuous
time markov chains and examines many different numerical
computing methods direct single and multi vector iterative
and projection methods more specifically he considers
recursive methods often used when the structure of the
markov chain is upper hessenberg iterative aggregation
disaggregation methods that are particularly appropriate
when it is ncd nearly completely decomposable and reduced
schemes for cases in which the chain is periodic there are
chapters on methods for computing transient solutions on
stochastic automata networks and finally on currently
available software throughout stewart draws on numerous
examples and comparisons among the methods he so
thoroughly explains

Next Generation Multiple Access
2024-02-21
this book constitutes late breaking papers from the 22nd
international conference on human computer interaction hcii
2020 which was held in july 2020 the conference was
planned to take place in copenhagen denmark but had to
change to a virtual conference mode due to the covid 19
pandemic from a total of 6326 submissions a total of 1439
papers and 238 posters have been accepted for publication
in the hcii 2020 proceedings before the conference took
place in addition a total of 333 papers and 144 posters are
included in the volumes of the proceedings published after
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the conference as late breaking work papers and posters
these contributions address the latest research and
development efforts in the field and highlight the human
aspects of design and use of computing systems the 54 late
breaking papers presented in this volume were organized in
two topical sections named user experience design and
evaluation methods and tools design case studies user
experience case studies

Standards Publication 1958

COLLABORATIVE COMPUTING -
NETWORKING, APPLICATIONS AND
WORKSHARING 2024

Evolutionary and Swarm
Intelligence Algorithms 2018-06-06

OFDM and MC-CDMA for Broadband
Multi-User Communications, WLANs
and Broadcasting 2005-01-28
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Web Technologies and Applications
2011-03-31

Cryptography 1981-05-06

Technical Reference Documents
Supporting the Generic
Environmental Impact Statement
for Wastewater Management in
Rural Lake Areas 1983

The IDIOM User's Hand Book for
Policy-oriented Model-structures
1985

Emerging Technologies in Data
Mining and Information Security
2018-12-12
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Software Testing in the Real World
1995

Design, User Experience, and
Usability 2023-07-08

Federal Register 1984-10-10

Advances in Natural Language
Processing 2004-10-12

Introduction to the Numerical
Solution of Markov Chains
2021-01-12

Water-resources Investigations
Report 2001
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HCI International 2020 - Late
Breaking Papers: User Experience
Design and Case Studies
2020-10-02
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